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T

he 1998 nuclear tests in South
Asia were literally earthshaking events, revealing that
latent capabilities appeared to be
progressing toward emerging
nuclear arsenals. Moreover, the fact
that India and Pakistan, two countries that had fought three bitter wars
in the previous 50 years, had finally
decided to abandon their ambiguous
nuclear status and declare themselves nuclear weapon states came
as an unwelcome surprise to countries committed to nonproliferation.
Needless to say, the presence of
nuclear weapons on the subcontinent and their impact on regional
stability is a question of utmost importance. A critical element in this
will be the two countries’ ability to
maintain control of these weapons
and prevent their unintended use.

Emerging nuclear states sometimes assume that their small and
simple nuclear arsenals present
fewer challenges than the Cold War
superpowers faced, and that a simple
command and control arrangement
is adequate to control these forces.2
But is it? Despite the apparent belief that command and control will
be simple for these states’ arsenals,
an established command and control
structure is in place in neither India
nor Pakistan.3 Stable deterrence requires, among other things, a safe
and reliable command and control
system that can assure neighboring
countries both that an accidental or
unauthorized launch in a time of crisis is next to impossible, and that retaliation in the event of nuclear
attack is possible. Are India and Pakistan likely to develop such safe and
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reliable systems? In this article, we
address this question by analyzing
the command and control requirements for India and Pakistan, and by
comparing those requirements with
the systems each appears to be developing.
We examine command and control challenges in South Asia from
two different perspectives. First, we
begin by looking at the requirements
for a stable nuclear deterrent that
have been articulated by scholars
and officers in the region itself. With
these requirements as background,
we attempt to deduce what kind of
force structure we are likely to see
in each country. We then turn to the
long-standing academic debate between “proliferation optimists” and
“proliferation pessimists” on
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whether or not the command and
control challenges facing minor
nuclear states will be manageable.
We compare the predictions of this
debate with the force structures and
doctrines that appear to be emerging on the subcontinent since the
1998 tests. This analysis leads us to
conclude that the command and control challenges facing India and Pakistan are far from simple, and that
the current nuclear policies in the region involve contradictory and dangerous elements. In short, the
evidence from South Asia since the
tests leads to pessimistic conclusions
about the prospects for stability after proliferation.
GENERAL DILEMMAS OF
COMMAND AND CONTROL
The motivation for this analysis
begins with Indian and Pakistani
claims that the command and control structure required to support
their deterrents can be simple because the arsenals themselves are
small and simple.4 Without the complex problems of command and control inherent in arsenals the size the
superpowers maintained during the
Cold War, the argument goes, the
challenge facing these emerging
nuclear powers is a relatively minor
one. However, certain dilemmas are
likely to arise regardless of the size
or sophistication of a country’s
nuclear arsenal. In this article, we
follow a framework and terminology
for discussing command and control
developed by Peter Feaver. 5 According to Feaver, all possessors of
nuclear weapons, including new
nuclear nations, confront a dilemma.
If authorities’ control of the weapons is too loose, deterrence can “fail
deadly” in the form of an unauthorized or accidental launch. But if
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control is too tight, deterrence can
“fail impotent” if a first strike
against leadership short-circuits any
chance of retaliation. Prevention of
unwanted use is termed negative
control, while assurance of wanted
use is termed positive control. The
tension between these goals forces
leaders to choose between a more
“assertive” or more “delegative”
control system. “Assertive” control,
in Feaver’s taxonomy, is a command
and control arrangement in which
the decision to launch nuclear weapons is retained exclusively by top
political leaders. The opposite end
of this spectrum is “delegative” control, in which subordinate commanders are authorized to make
nuclear launch decisions under defined circumstances.
Applying this framework to the
subcontinent suggests that, for example, while a small arsenal may be
easier for leaders to control directly,
it may also, if it is not properly protected, be an inviting target for decapitation. These possibilities
represent two determining factors
predicting opposite results: the first
(the small size of the arsenal) supports opting for an assertive command and control system, while the
second (the postulated vulnerability
that may be associated with a small
arsenal) supports opting for a more
delegative system.
As this description begins to reveal, we cannot properly discuss
command and control of India’s and
Pakistan’s nuclear forces until we
first examine some rudimentary elements of these two countries’ anticipated nuclear operations—how
those nuclear forces might be employed and how they might be deployed. This study focuses on the
balancing act between assertive and

delegative control, the relationship
between operational doctrine and
command and control, and the ways
each of these factors might influence
regional stability.
The first step is to examine how
Indian and Pakistani officials and
analysts describe their countries’
emerging nuclear doctrines. Both
countries proclaim a deterrence posture, but with different scenarios for
nuclear use. Indian views of deterrence are coherent and well elaborated, and many Indian strategists
believe that stable deterrence can be
achieved through a no-first-use doctrine.6 Such a doctrine, they contend,
would increase assertive control
over the nuclear forces. Says General Sundarji:
…very strong centralized
negative controls can be
exercised, if you are looking at nuclear weapons
purely as a deterrent. If
you’re thinking of first use,
on the other hand, then you
have to decentralize. But if
you see it purely as deterrence, there is no harm done
if it is totally centralized,
tightly held, because the response time is no longer
central.7
While arguments in India about
the value of a deterrent nuclear force
are well articulated, issues of war
fighting and crisis stability are not.
As one Indian analyst argued, “ours
is a deterring force, not a war-fighting force—we don’t need elaborate
war-fighting doctrine.”8 Yet if the
Indian nuclear deterrent is based on
operational forces rather than a mere
bluff,9 that is, if there is some set of
actions that could make the Indian
government consider using nuclear
weapons, then we expect the government to consider at some point
how these weapons might be used
and how to control them in a crisis.
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Pakistan’s war-fighting doctrine,
on the other hand, is clearer. While
India has often proposed a “no-firstuse” agreement, Pakistan has repeatedly refused such an offer. Because
of Pakistan’s conventional inferiority, retention of the first-use option
appears to be a deterrent against an
Indian conventional attack.10 Moreover, as Eric Arnett has suggested,
Pakistan’s conventional inferiority
implies that the Indian Air Force
could potentially erode most of Pakistani nuclear delivery capability
in a conventional attack.11
Given Pakistan’s conventional
inferiority and perceived vulnerability, the country’s first-use doctrine
is not surprising. Nor would it be
surprising if Pakistan opted for a
mobile and delegative command and
control system. As Peter Lavoy
notes, “Although all Pakistani leaders publicly assert that the prime
minister directs the nuclear program
with the president and army chief
playing only advisory roles, it is generally believed that the military is
responsible for physical control of
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program.”12
A proper command and control
system must be based not only on
the size of the force it controls, but
also on the operational plan for that
force. What, then, are the key operational requirements for a deterrent force in South Asia?
OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
In the following sections we consider two sets of criteria for judging
command and control arrangements
in India and Pakistan. The first set
is derived from statements by Indian
scholars and government leaders,
and describes their view of the re-

quirements for a stable deterrent
(official Pakistani statements are
both rare and very vague, so it is unfortunately not possible to identify
an explicit set of Pakistani criteria
for stable deterrence). The second
set of criteria comes from the unresolved academic debate on command and control in emerging
nuclear nations.13 Following presentation of these criteria, we proceed
with an empirical examination of
events in South Asia, particularly
since the May 1998 nuclear tests, to
illuminate the extent to which developments have fulfilled the South
Asian and Western academic expectations.
Indian descriptions of an ideal
deterrent for South Asia have said
that it should be credible, survivable,
and non-provocative. These descriptions presume that such a deterrent
will contribute to regional stability.14 Let us discuss what India’s and
Pakistan’s nuclear forces should
look like if we treat these criteria as
the requirements for a deterrent.
Credibility
South Asia’s recent nuclear past
of “recessed deterrence” or “nonweaponized deterrence” was (apparently) sufficient to give both
countries reason to pause before
considering military action. However, as the governments in India and
Pakistan appear to be moving away
from the “virtual” deterrence of the
past toward an actual rather than a
theoretical capability, we need to
give some thought to what the term
“credibility” really means now. In
other words, what is it about these
weapons that could make each state
limit its military actions?
Credibility in nuclear deterrence
consists of two elements: a capabil-
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ity to deliver and explode nuclear
weapons, and the belief by the other
party that one has the will to do so.
The underground tests last year confirmed the existing belief that both
countries had a nuclear capability,
but they only scratched the surface
of what the will or intent of each
country was. Demonstrating intent,
through some operational doctrine
or description of how weapons
would be used in war, is part of establishing a credible deterrent.
An operational doctrine would
logically begin by identifying a
number of targets that would be attacked with the weapons available
at the time a country decides to
strike. Because the South Asian arsenals are much smaller than the superpower arsenals of the Cold War,
the target lists and range of options
cannot be as extensive as they were
for the United States and the Soviet
Union. However, there are large cities, industrial centers, and military
bases within easy range of both
sides’ proposed and existing
nuclear-capable delivery systems,
and while the range of options may
not be of “superpower” extent, there
are still important choices that each
side can make about targeting priorities. Thus, while an employment
strategy for South Asia need not be
as complex as it was for the superpowers, neither does it need to be so
limited that political authority is left
only the option of total commitment
or total capitulation.15
To this end, we expect both countries to develop plans about how to
execute preplanned strikes,16 and
about how to ensure operational
flexibility in target selection so that
rigid preplanned target selection is
not the only option. Such creation
of target lists and employment doc-
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trines will follow from efforts to
ensure credibility.
Survivability
Survivability of nuclear weapons
refers to the assurance that a country will have weapons left to retaliate if it is attacked first. While
demonstrating credibility of intent
demands an employment doctrine,
establishing survivability demands
a deployment doctrine, a plan about
the way weapons are stored and
readied for use in time of war. Obviously, if an enemy could figure out
how to prevent those weapons from
being used in time of war, the effect
of the deterrent would be nullified.
In order to keep the deterrent intact,
therefore, weapons must be protected against the risk of preemption.
Moreover, the adversary must be
convinced that preemption is not
possible.
There are two basic ways to protect any asset: active and passive
defense. “Active” defense means
destroying any attacking force before it can destroy its target, while
passive defense involves limiting
the effects of an attack without actually stopping it. Given the current
rudimentary air defense capability
on both sides in South Asia, active
defense is currently unlikely; a protection scheme based on passive
measures is more likely to provide
for robust defense. Because the Indian and Pakistani arsenals are still
fairly limited in size, we will focus
on those passive defense measures
most likely to complement the advantages of a small arsenal: hardening, dispersal, and mobility.
Hardening is technically straightforward as a passive defense measure. But a hardened facility is fixed
and immovable, and is likely to at-
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tract attention to whatever is being
held there.17 Hardening may minimize the destructive effects of an
attack, but it does little to actually
prevent an attacker from locating a
target; it may even have the perverse
effect of encouraging a more ferocious attack, if the value of the target is high enough.

are always in a position to receive
timely instructions from the institutions designated to authorize alerting, launch, or recall of nuclear
forces. The potential for connectivity failure raises issues of execution
authority and predelegation—if
leadership can’t talk to the forces,
how should those forces respond?

Thus the more likely passive
methods to ensure the survival of a
relatively small arsenal might be
those that make it most difficult for
an attacker to pinpoint the heart of
the other side’s arsenal. Two such
methods are dispersal and concealment. Dispersal places weapons in
a variety of locations rather than in
one central location. Dispersal also
capitalizes on the ease of moving
mobile weapons from place to place,
making it more difficult for an attacker to know where these weapons are, and thus reducing the
possibility that all weapons could be
destroyed in a preemptive attack.

How, then, do the measures taken
to make the arsenal survivable affect the issue of connectivity? The
first survivability choice described
above was hardening. This option
permits features like buried phone
lines that provide the greatest chance
of continued connectivity; for reasons stated above, however, it is an
unlikely choice for both India and
Pakistan. Mobility, which combines
the benefits of dispersal with the
benefits of concealment, is a more
likely option. But by increasing their
survivability in this manner, India
and Pakistan will also increase the
susceptibility of these forces to broken connectivity, since forces on the
move are more difficult to talk to
than forces at a fixed and known location.

Another way to protect weapons
is to conceal them. If an attacker
can’t find his enemy’s weapons, he
can’t attack and destroy them. To
ensure that weapons remain hidden,
states can employ multiple hiding
places, or make the weapons mobile
and continually move them around.
In such a mobile configuration,
weapons are both dispersed and concealed.
The way in which forces are deployed in turn affects a critical aspect of command and control:
connectivity.18 As we use the term
here, connectivity simply means the
ability of a country’s political leadership to maintain constant communications with their nuclear forces.
This area of command and control
includes the measures that may be
taken to ensure that nuclear forces

Thus, in trying to ensure survivability through mobility, a country
trades one strategic problem for another. What, then, are the problems
associated with degraded connectivity, and what are possible solutions?
The kinds of connectivity challenges
a country faces depend on the delivery vehicles it deploys. Of three fundamental types of delivery
vehicles—manned aircraft, landbased ballistic missiles, and submarine-launched missiles 19 —
land-based ballistic missiles are the
most likely to be used in South Asia.
Aircraft, first, have several disadvantages as a delivery vehicle. An
aircraft may be destroyed on the
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ground in a conventional or a
nuclear attack, or an airbase runway
may be destroyed, preventing takeoff. Protection from a conventional
attack may be possible by hardening shelters for airplanes, putting
them under cover to hide them, or
dispersing them to a number of bases
to complicate the targeting problem
for a potential attacker. Even so, aircraft have several weaknesses as a
secure second-strike delivery vehicle. They may be vulnerable to
both nuclear and conventional attacks, and because of their reliance
on runways, may not be able to respond if the runway is destroyed.
Moreover, connectivity with flying
aircraft, through two-way radio
communications, is not as assured
as is landline communication with a
fixed and hardened facility. However, assuming surviving command
posts and the absence of communications degradation from prior atmospheric nuclear blasts, connectivity
with aircraft can be maintained with
moderate effectiveness.
A mobile ballistic missile escapes
some of the disadvantages of aircraft. Not tied to a runway, it may
simply be moved and readied for
launch miles away from its home
base. Field deployment, however,
presents a challenge to continued
connectivity. At an established base,
hardened landlines provide the assurance that national leaders can talk
to their forces. But once these forces
start deploying to other locations,
where they can take advantage of
concealment, established landlines
become fewer, and continued connectivity becomes problematic.
Submarines, finally, have the
built-in advantage of dispersal and
concealment. But communication
with submerged submarines is ex-

tremely difficult and this option virtually guarantees poor connectivity.
Moreover, at least for the time being, completed development of a
submarine and associated missiles is
years away for both India and Pakistan.
Thus, one of the vehicles likely
to be used to launch a retaliatory
strike is a ballistic missile,20 something that is also indicated by the
recent emphasis both India and Pakistan have placed on developing
functioning ballistic missile systems. Such a weapon system, if
made mobile (unlike the first generation of missiles in the superpower
rivalry), may be deployed to the field
to take advantage of dispersal and
concealment to ensure the survival
of a retaliatory force.
We have looked at and evaluated
the first two South Asian criteria—
credibility and survivability—for a
minimum nuclear deterrent. Before
dealing with the third criterion (that
the nuclear arsenal be non-provocative), we consider what some would
term a “western” argument about the
challenges of command and control
in emerging nuclear states, and about
the spread of nuclear weapons more
generally. The optimism–pessimism
debate raises the question of whether
new proliferators will be able to develop adequate command and control systems. Addressing the
predictions of this debate will provide helpful information for assessing whether India and Pakistan will
develop non-provocative postures.
COMMAND AND CONTROL:
THE ACADEMIC DEBATE
The debate between proliferation
optimists and pessimists relates
command and control issues to the
“big picture” question of prolifera-
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tion, that is, whether the spread of
nuclear weapons is good or bad for
stability. Proliferation pessimists
argue that because emerging nuclear
states have limited resources and
experience with nuclear weapons, an
adequate command and control system for dealing with them safely is
unlikely to emerge. The dangers of
inadequate command and control
translate into an increased danger of
an unauthorized or accidental launch
or detonation, leading to a potentially catastrophic nuclear exchange.
The optimist response, as originally
formulated by Kenneth Waltz, is that
it is nonsense to predict that new
nuclear powers will fail to develop
adequate command and control—
since they have every incentive to
avoid an unwanted nuclear exchange, they will develop systems
to provide adequate control.21
At first glance, the publicly available record of what India and Pakistan have done since their nuclear
tests seems to support the view of
the proliferation optimists, and
clearly leaders in both countries recognize that the control of these
weapons is vitally important. In India, A.J.P. Abdul Kalam, head of the
country’s nuclear program, has
given assurances that India has all
the resources necessary to build an
adequate command and control
structure,22 although his statement
did not make it clear exactly what
such a system would look like. Answering the charge that limited resources would lead to inadequate
command and control, another Indian official responded that “elaborate” systems were unnecessary,
since the bomb would always be
under civilian control.23
Assurances from Pakistani officials sounded the same note of con-
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fidence. Foreign Minister Sartaj
Aziz said that Pakistan had developed an effective command and control system, and there was “no
chance” of an accidental nuclear war
with India.24 Similarly, the head of
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons development program, A.Q. Khan, called
his country’s command and control
system “flawless,” and said that an
accidental launch was not possible.25
Army Chief of Staff Jehangir
Karamat said that Pakistan had a
“proper” command and control that
addressed “technical” concerns.26
These statements support the optimist prediction that leaders have
every incentive to develop a safe and
reliable system to deal with their
nuclear weapons. However, even if
leaders of both countries truly want
their nuclear arsenals to be safe ones,
and want effective means for ensuring that safety, these statements do
not constitute evidence that such
safe systems are either already in
place or being constructed. Since development of a new system is the
product, not just of decisions, but of
implementation as well, statements
by Indian and Pakistani leaders are
insufficient to establish the proposition that reliable command and
control exists in South Asia. Moreover, while political leaders may
have powerful incentives to develop
a safe command and control system,
these may not be the only incentives
influencing the allocation of resources and whether or not the
countries actually develop adequate
systems.
To see if these statements are supported by actions, let us look at further predictions made by optimists
and pessimists about how command
and control would actually be configured, and how this configuration
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would affect the possibility of an
accidental nuclear war.
The pessimist school, represented
by Feaver, Lewis Dunn, and Scott
Sagan, assumes that militaries are
likely to have a major role in the
nuclear weapons programs of new
proliferators, and that these military
organizations will give primary emphasis to developing offensive options and capabilities, not to
developing safety systems or survivable deployment modes. 27 This
leads to a variety of predictions
about the nuclear command and control arrangements that are likely in
emerging nuclear states. First, to
maximize the chances of successfully executing attack plans, a new
nuclear state is likely to neglect
“negative control” (preventing unwanted launch) of its nuclear weapons in favor of ensuring “positive
control” (reliable launch on command). Such an emphasis courts the
danger that in a crisis, some unforeseen circumstance or accident could
contribute to the unintended launch
or detonation of a nuclear weapon.
Second, pessimists predict that the
close geographic proximity of these
emerging nuclear states to their
greatest rivals could, combined with
inadequate early warning systems,
lead to a hair-trigger response to an
attack warning.28 Finally, pessimists
predict that states will concentrate
their resources not on developing a
safe and reliable command and control architecture, but on developing
and refining the weapons themselves. The sum of these predictions
is the big picture prediction made
earlier, that command and control in
emerging nuclear states will be inadequate, and the danger of accidental or unauthorized launch will be
high.

The optimists counter with a different set of predictions, contending
that the limitations of a small nuclear
arsenal are actually its operational
strengths.29 First, a small nuclear
arsenal allows for greater operational simplicity, avoiding the complex maze of procedures and options
confronting the nuclear superpowers and thereby reducing the chances
of an accident or mistake. Second,
since arsenals would be small, the
emphasis would be necessarily on a
countervalue rather than a
counterforce strategy—with few
weapons, neither side could afford
to waste any on the extremely uncertain prospect of destroying the
other side’s retaliatory capability.
With an emphasis on countervalue
targeting (and a clear communication of this strategy to the other side),
neither has a “use them or lose them”
incentive to strike early in a crisis.
Finally, optimists predict that each
side will be able to protect its nuclear
force through the simple means of
dispersal and concealment. A hidden retaliatory force is a secure one,
optimists argue, and a secure second
strike enhances stability.
These arguments had, until recently, little history against which
to validate them, and relied heavily
on theoretical assumptions. However, the May 1998 nuclear tests by
India and Pakistan have given us
some empirical evidence against
which to compare these theoretical
accounts. Let us now look at events
in South Asia over the past year and
see how the actions of each country
match the predictions of the two
sides of this debate.
Several developments since the
1998 tests constitute important
clues to the command and control
structure in both countries. One of
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the most prominent events has been
the development and testing of the
Agni, Ghauri, and Shaheen ballistic
missile systems.30 These specific
missile systems have several characteristics that seem to support the
contention that nuclear systems in
India and Pakistan could be deployed and concealed to prevent
their preemption. Pakistan’s liquidfueled Ghauri and solid-fueled
Shaheen both feature mobile
launchers, and it is reasonable to infer that Pakistan envisions deploying these systems in a mobile
configuration. India’s most recent
development program for its Agni
ballistic missile has focused on upgrading the awkward combination
of a solid first stage and liquid second stage to an all-solid fuel configuration, thus enhancing the
prospects for making this missile
mobile. This aspect of the missile
development programs in both countries seems to point in the direction
of dispersal and concealment.
Other developments in South
Asia, however, make it less certain
that the optimist position is correct,
and some disturbing features of
these programs are cause for concern. The Indian navy has made a
concerted attempt to get into the
nuclear game: India has attempted
to develop a submarine platform for
launching nuclear missiles, and is
working on development of the
Sagarika, a cruise missile designed
to be launched from a naval platform
and capable of carrying a nuclear
warhead.
The program to develop a submarine as a platform for launching
nuclear missiles has a number of
possible implications. To begin with,
an emphasis on developing new
weapons, so soon after India de-

clared itself a nuclear weapon state,
suggests that emphasis in India remains on developing the weapons
themselves rather than on developing the systems to make them safe
and controllable. Secondly, the development of Prithvi, Agni,
Sagarika, and a submarine launch
platform may indicate that the arsenal in India will not be especially
limited in size. Since one of the major assumptions of the optimist
school is the belief that arsenals
would remain small, this development, if continued, seriously weakens their case.
As we have argued throughout,
clarification of employment doctrine is crucial to the command and
control of nuclear forces, and doctrinal declarations since the nuclear
tests are yet another cause for concern. India has openly stated a nofirst-use policy,31 meaning that it
would not be the first to use nuclear
weapons in a crisis, or in an actual
war with Pakistan. However, Pakistan has failed to give a similar
pledge,32 raising the possibility that
it would cross the nuclear threshold
in a war against India. The most
likely reason for Pakistan to retain a
first-use option, as discussed earlier,
is to deter India during a conventional conflict and to prevent India’s
numerically superior army from invading. Pakistani doctrine thus permits the use of nuclear weapons
against a massed Indian adversary,
whose conventional might Pakistan
cannot match.
While such a Pakistani doctrine
is easy to understand, it is also easy
to misunderstand. The predictions
of the proliferation optimists are
based on an assumption that new
nuclear nations would develop a
countervalue rather than a
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counterforce doctrine, and would
clearly articulate that strategy to the
other side. Part of that articulation
is a clear no-first-use policy, and the
lack of that declaration weakens the
stable relationship that optimists
predict.
The next prediction comes from
the pessimist school and deals with
the dangers of predelegation of
launch authority.33 The idea behind
predelegation is the recognition that
if, in a national emergency, a potential adversary is able to isolate the
country’s political leadership, it can
prevent damage to itself by striking
the opponent’s leadership, regardless of the status of the country’s
nuclear forces. To prevent its forces
from becoming impotent in a decapitating strike, a country might therefore opt for predelegation. This
authorization simply means that
under a carefully defined set of circumstances, a lower echelon commander could respond with nuclear
weapons on his own authority, even
if there had been no specific orders
from the legally constituted, higher
authority.
But predelegation also introduces
a risky element to control of
nuclear forces. Authorizing lower
echelon commanders to strike in
certain circumstances without a
positive order from the top dramatically increases the potential for mischief. Potential disasters include a
“Dr. Strangelove” commander who
can’t wait to use the nukes under his
control, or a circumstance in which
a commander assesses the situation
inaccurately and, in the absence of
contrary instructions from the top,
starts an unwanted nuclear strike.
To what extent is such a strategy
likely to be implemented in South
Asia? The answers differ, depend-
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ing on whether the strategy is India’s
or Pakistan’s. We begin with India.
Because of the history of military
exclusion from decisions on military
national strategy in India,34 it is unlikely that predelegation would be
readily given to even the highest
military commanders.35 Thus, in a
situation in which civilian leadership
was isolated from communicating
its decision to the military, the
nuclear forces would be likely to
“fail impotent,” to use Feaver’s “always/never” terminology. In other
words, they would fail the “always”
portion (always respond when you
want them to) of the “always/never”
standard.
One may argue, as some scholars
have done,36 that civil-military relations in India support a rather tight
civilian, assertive control of the
nuclear forces. One could also argue
that for India to achieve a credible
nuclear deterrent, the military must
assert its expertise and come to the
forefront of national security affairs.37 If leaders are not willing to
predelegate, are they willing to accept the consequences of a system
that is likely to fail impotent in a time
of crisis?
It is essential to point out that one
of the least desirable strategic byproducts of a nuclear strike, the isolation of nuclear forces from their
leadership, could result not just from
actual preemption but from the degraded communication capability
that may result from the choice of a
deployment strategy. Forces may be
isolated not because leaders are
killed, but simply because their removal from established and hardened command and control facilities
degrades connectivity. In this case,
the problem arises not from a preemptive decapitating strike that ren-
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ders the nuclear forces incapable of
responding—under such a circumstance, the legally constituted authority is a surviving one, and may
even have a cogent decision to communicate. But, if the act of dispersal
has removed the nuclear forces too
far from the government authority
that controls them, the result is as
effective (or disastrous) as if the enemy had destroyed the executive
mansion.
If forces are dispersed, therefore,
they are less attractive as targets but
run the risk of being ineffective because political leaders cannot communicate with them. To prevent
their forces from being ineffective,
leaders may choose to accept the
risks associated with predelegation.
Thus, dispersed forces may be
associated with delegative
control 38 and may thus be more
likely to “fail deadly.” Therefore,
while such an arrangement may increase day-to-day deterrence, it
may be detrimental to crisis stability and certainly more susceptible to
accident.39
This means that there are some
choices for political leaders in South
Asia to make about the structure of
an effective deterrent and the command and control system necessary
to support it. Schematically speaking, these issues boil down to a
“three-choice matrix” of decision
points about nuclear deployment
(fixed or mobile), launch authority
(delegative or assertive), and employment doctrine (first use permitted or no first use). As we have
argued above, both countries appear
to have opted for mobile forces. Pakistan, however, appears more inclined toward delegative control
while India seems more likely to opt
for assertive control. Finally, Paki-

stan retains a first-use option while
India has ruled out first use.
CAPABILITY OF WARNING
SYSTEMS
There is a final event we mention
because of the potential implications
it has for South Asian command and
control, even though sage interpretation remains difficult. This event
took place when the United States
launched a cruise missile attack on
Afghanistan in August 1998, in an
attempt to root out the believed terrorist Osama bin Laden. According
to several news reports, the United
States had been concerned that Pakistan, upon detecting the US cruise
missiles in flight over Pakistan,
might interpret this as evidence that
India was conducting a preemptive
attack, leading Pakistan to launch a
“counterattack” against India. To
prevent such a response, the United
States had Air Force General Joseph
Ralston in place in Pakistan at the
time of the attacks to tell the Pakistani government what was really
going on if it began preparations for
a counterattack. However, Pakistan
never detected the cruise missiles,
and thus never had a signal to misinterpret.40
There are several things to conclude from this incident. The first is
that the United States government
had enough concern about the possible Pakistani reaction that it put
one of its generals there to give the
correct signal. But more importantly, Pakistan never detected the
missiles in flight, despite the fact that
apparently scores of them flew over
Pakistan. One could give a wry interpretation and conclude that the
optimists are right—there isn’t much
chance that an emerging nuclear
state could falsely interpret a bogus
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warning as an attack, because they
can’t detect anything. A more worrisome interpretation is that the early
warning system in Pakistan has serious flaws, and such shortcomings
are more likely to foster nervousness
than calm. To the extent they lack
reliable warning systems, India or
Pakistan could base launch decisions
on unreliable sources, increasing the
chance of mistakes. This incident
should give no comfort to optimists.
THE PROBLEM OF NONPROVOCATIVE
DETERRENCE
The information about likely deployment and employment choices
derived from discussing the optimist–pessimist debate makes it possible to assess the third Indian
requirement for a stable nuclear deterrent, that it be non-provocative.
A non-provocative force is one that
minimizes the perception on both
sides that nuclear weapons would be
used first in a crisis, either through
misperception of the military situation or through a rational calculation
that a preemptive strike could be
successful. Like the attributes of
credibility and survivability, “nonprovocative” is in the eye of the beholder, and that beholder can be
either the country evaluating its own
force, or the neighbor who must confront it.
So far, we have focused on the requirements of credibility and survivability to try to derive a picture of
India’s and Pakistan’s likely deployment doctrines and the command
and control systems needed to support their doctrines. Making their
nuclear forces survivable, we contend, will lead both to choices in favor of dispersal, mobility, and

concealment, but at the cost of reduced connectivity.
These choices are intimately connected to the possibility of a nonprovocative nuclear arsenal and
raise concerns about the prospects
for stable deterrence to develop in
South Asia. While dispersal and increased mobility contribute to making the nuclear arsenal more
survivable, these measures may also
make for a more delegative and accident-prone system of command
and control. In other words, both
India and Pakistan face a problematic trade-off. As they attempt to
protect their arsenals from the threat
of decapitation, they may inadvertently create a “fail-deadly” system
that would severely threaten the
prospects for crisis stability. Unfortunately, because of the limited size
of both arsenals and because of
various technological and financial
constraints, the surest way to ensure
the survivability of the nuclear
forces may indeed be to opt for dispersal, mobility, and some kind of
predelegation. In so doing, both
countries would be almost certain to
retain a second strike capability,
something that could, at least in
theory, strengthen their deterrent.
What, then, about the indications
of the three-choice matrix presented
at the end of the last section? India’s
choices seem to be an assertive control over mobile forces, governed by
a no-first-use doctrine. Pakistan, on
the other hand, appears to opt for
delegative control of dispersed
forces, retaining the right to use its
weapons first. Let us look at what
these particular choices might
mean.
For India, the choice of assertive
control over mobile forces without
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a first-use option seems almost contradictory. If the reason for making
weapons survivable (implied by
their presumed mobile configuration) is to assure the ability to strike
back, we expect to see a logical way
of ordering that second strike. If
weapons are dispersed, thus presenting challenges to maintaining connectivity, we would expect to see an
option for delegative control. If, on
the other hand, assertive control is
to be maintained, we should see emphasis on hardening fixed positions
for greater assurance of continued
connectivity, rather than on developing systems that can move and
hide. We do not see evidence of such
a plan.41 The danger of this set of
choices is precisely that it is provocative, but in the perverse sense
that it seems to invite a decapitating
strike by India’s adversaries in the
event of a crisis. If the conclusion to
be drawn is that such a force will not
respond even if it survives, the deterrent against a nuclear first strike
is made meaningless.
While Pakistan’s choices appear
to be more internally consistent, they
also appear to be more prone to fail
deadly. In a crisis, a commander of
a dispersed nuclear force with the
authority to make a launch decision
may be tempted by any number of
events. While the presence of General Ralston in Pakistan in August
1998 was a prudent safety measure,
we do not view a future similar scenario with optimism.
Our analysis shows that the process of making a deterrent survivable presents problems for making
it controllable. The conclusion we
draw, therefore, is that as things now
stand on the subcontinent, a decision
to make a nuclear capability “sur-
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vivable” is apt to make that capability provocative. Therefore, even
if India and Pakistan meet the requirements of credibility and survivability of their newly acquired
nuclear forces, it is very unlikely that
these forces will not be provocative
in one way or another. If this Catch22 produces a seemingly reasonable
deployment plan to assure survivability, the very unreasonable outcome of regional instability may
occur as a result.
SUMMARY
We have argued that a suitable
command and control arrangement
for South Asia can only develop
once leaders define the deployment
and employment strategies their
nuclear forces would follow in dayto-day situations, in a crisis, and in
actual war. More specifically, we
have argued that command and control does not exist in isolation, but
rather is designed to fit the forces it
serves, and is based on a variety of
factors such as force size, deployment strategy, launch authority, and
employment doctrine. Given the
trend in South Asia since the May
1998 tests towards further developing missile delivery systems, and the
lack of progress in doctrinal declarations, we view the command and
control challenges for the region as
far from simple.
We recognize that this is a pessimistic view, and hope that other indicators point more accurately in the
opposite direction. If the framework
represented in the February 1999
Lahore declaration ends up providing guidance for future relations between the two countries, our
forecasts will have been (happily)
wrong. However, if the trends we
have described above continue, we
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do not view the emerging nuclear
relationship between India and Pakistan with optimism.
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